Amazon Internship

• Education, certification and experience
  o Bachelor’s in Electronics, mechanical or manufacturing preferred.

• Technical capability
  o Strong problem solving skill, can think broad and able to lead team to solve complex problem
  o Strong learning capability, can reach to commodity or knowledge beyond camera, fast learning capability
  o Able to understand how to read and interpret engineering documents.
  o Have capability to manage multiple development programs in parallel

• Soft Skill
  o Excellent communication capability, can lead a global based communication for either program, supplier development or problem solving, strong level of influence to others
  o Able to work independently on-site at suppliers and travel as needed
  o Self-motivated, passion for work, highly committed and disciplined.
  o Result oriented, with strong sense of ownership and sense of urgency
  o Fluent communication in English and Chinese.

• How to apply: Please submit your CV to device-cncampus@amazon.com. with the title of Camera Intern-Name-University